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Testimony presented to the State Board of Education   
 
Subject: Concerns about Social Emotional Learning 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen of the Board, 
 
I am Beth Lear, an education policy analyst and researcher with over 25 years’ experience.  I’d like to 
share information with you today about Social Emotional Learning from my research and others. 
 
What is the definition of Social Emotional Learning?  One definition is “The process through which 
children acquire and effectively apply the knowledge, attitudes and skills necessary to understand 
and manage emotions, set and achieve positive goals, feel and show empathy for others, establish 
and maintain positive relationships and make responsible decisions,” according to CASEL (The 
Collaborative for Academic, Social and Emotional Learning). 
 
A non-scientific poll of dozens of Ohio parents, legislators, mental health counselors and teachers 
found 100% of respondents, when given this definition and asked who should be responsible for 
instilling this in children, said parents.  A handful added either extended family, the church or 
teachers, except teachers, who unanimously said “parents”.   
 
Additional comments from mental health counselors were quite illustrative.  For example, one 
addictions/mental health counselor who was also a Developmental Disabilities board member and a 
guardian ad litem noted, “Because the school population has become so diverse, many cultures 
embrace different responses to your (CASEL) list.  The mental health world does not ethically work in 
opposition to culture.”  One example she gave was how Japanese children are taught it is 
disrespectful to look an adult in the eye, while Americans believe the opposite.   
 
Counselors also raised the concern about emotional trauma that will be inflicted by untrained or 
poorly trained personnel, especially considering the stigma that accompanies mental health issues.  
False accusations, well intentioned or not, will follow a child into adulthood.  Add on the liability to 
districts and individual teachers who falsely identity children with mental health issues – or fail to 
properly identify them – and you’ve opened Pandora’s Box for sue-happy lawyers. 
 
Based upon the Ohio Department of Education’s own information, it has been stated that students 
will not be assessed on social emotional issues, nor will teachers or schools see social emotional 
grades on evaluations or report cards.  Here is one piece of evidence: 
 

 
However, the five year strategic plan passed last year by this board, “Each Child Our Future”, states 
the opposite a minimum of 5 times.  It identifies “robust and diverse ways to measure (SEL) 
performance”, “innovative approaches to assessments that go beyond academic content, particularly 
in the leadership and reasoning and social-emotional learning domains.”  It also notes the 



development of “rubrics that gauge mastery” and “identifying measurements and providing 
information to gauge progress.” 
 
 

From “Each Child Our Future” 

Page 18: 

Identifying robust and diverse ways to measure performance: Embracing the four equal learning domains 
will inspire the state to explore innovative approaches to assessments that go beyond academic content, 
particularly in the leadership and reasoning and social-emotional learning domains. Skills and dispositions in these 
two learning domains can be observed by individuals trained to do so. A handful of schools in Ohio already have 
worked with community partners—including employers and business leaders—to develop rubrics that gauge 
mastery of concepts in these learning domains. 

Identifying measurements and providing information to gauge progress: As Ohio shifts its system of 
standards, assessments and accountability to value all four equal learning domains, it will need to modify and 
enhance how it provides feedback across all the domains—especially leadership and reasoning skills and social-
emotional learning. 

Page 19: 

EQUITY: Academically challenging standards for what each child should know and be able to do are fundamental 
to achieving equity in education. Leadership and reasoning skills and social-emotional learning go a long way to 
prepare a student for future success. A diverse system of assessments ensures fairness for students by recognizing 
that there are many ways to demonstrate the acquisition of knowledge and skills. 

Defined on page 28: 

Social-emotional learning – The process through which children and adults acquire and effectively apply the 

knowledge, attitudes and skills necessary to understand and manage emotions, set and achieve positive goals, feel 
and show empathy for others, establish and maintain positive relationships, and make responsible decisions. (Direct 
quote from CASEL) 

Page 30: 

3. Accommodating all students’ learning and growth needs and aspirations. Beyond foundational 
knowledge and skills, the Strategic Plan must address students’ learning and growth needs through a well-rounded 
education. This includes, among other things, the development of social-emotional competency, learning and 

innovation skills, information and technology skills, and life and career skills. These skills will help students identify 
their passions and chart their futures. 

According to ODE’s own website, no psychologists, psychiatrists or child counselors were consulted 
about SEL.  Dr. Sandra Stotsky, professor of Education, University of Arkansas, commented about SEL 
nationally, “Surely there must be one school board member in the country who wonders why no child 
psychologists or psychiatrists seem to be involved in advising on and evaluating the SEL ‘curriculum’ 
materials,” She also noted, “I look at the bibliographies wherever I can when I see articles on SEL, and 
I have yet to find a classroom-based study.”  
 

Teresa Mull, an education fellow from the Heartland Institute shared concerns from her own 
research, “SEL teaches kids to feel and not to think.  Traditional public schools (are forced to) take on 
the role of a psychotherapist…” 
 
The fact is there is a lack of empirical evidence to demonstrate the success of SEL programs.  The 
Pioneer Institute’s recent study from March 2019 makes that case clearly with 301 endnotes in their 
32 page white paper.  These are just some of the problems they found with SEL: 
 

 Contradictory or poor-quality research used to support it (lack of empirical evidence) 

 Mixed or negative research about the alleged benefits with respect to academic achievement, 
reduced suicide rates, etc. 



 Psychologically manipulative standards rather than the promised clear, rigorous standards  

 Personality profiling that will limit a student’s potential and future opportunities, killing 
dreams and aspirations 

 
So, what do you do now that SEL has already been approved by this board and is making its way into 
funded law through the current budget?  Maybe change directions and consider a pilot project 
instead?  That would certainly provide hundreds of millions of dollars for SEL funding that could be 
redirected to education while the pilot is conducted. 
 
But what if a pilot has already occurred, right here in Ohio? 
 
Did you know the Cleveland Municipal District has been using SEL programs since 2007?  CASEL 
highlights Cleveland on their website, touting their products.  I did not go all the way back to 2007, 
but I did collect data from the 2010-2011 school year through last year because I wanted to see for 
myself how their SEL programs affected the academic outcomes.  If SEL works as claimed, there 
should be clear evidence of academic improvement after twelve years.  Here’s the data: 
 

Cleveland Metro 

Year Performance Index (PI) Value Added (VA) 

2017-18 60.943 F (second to last) 

2016-17 49.2%(F) F 

2015-16 45.9%(F) F 

2014-15 55.8%(D) C 

2013-14 63.4%(D) F 

2012-13 62%(D) F 

2011-12 75.3 below 

2010-11 71.6 below 

 

 
 

Please note that while there appears to be a significant jump in the PI rating for the 2017-18 school 
year, it coincided with your change to the cut score and Cleveland’s VA was second to last in the 
state. 
 
Recommendations:  stop, please. And ask the Legislature to put the policy and funding on hold. As 
the State Board, you have the authority to direct the Superintendent and the Department.  They work 
for you.  And you can and should be working with the Legislators.  It’s not too late.  SEL is unproven 
and potentially damaging.  I have a sample resolution you may wish to consider adopting.   
 
Thank you for your time.  I’ll be happy to answer questions. 
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